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General

The Domestic Gas Safety On Site Guide (parts 1 & 2) is continually reviewed 
and updated to be a definitive guide for individuals training as domestic gas 
engineers and, for practicing gas engineers, to be a useful reference source 
when going about their day-to-day work. The following Chapters, sections & 
sub-sections of this Natural Gas Safety On Site Guide have been amended from 
Version 8 (ISBN: 978-1-906091-95-8), printed January 2019 –

Chapter Amendment

Version 9 of the Guide has been redesigned with the view to make accessing the information 
easier – over the years and in order to capture the relevant information, text has become 
squeezed with supporting information (pictures and illustrations) getting smaller. The revised 
Guide introduces a new/cleaner font, greater spacing, clearer demarcation of subject matter and 
various other enhancements to improve the reading experience. 

In addition to the redesign of the Guides, the following updates to the information have been 
implemented:  

4 Updated sub-section 4.5.1 to include an additional bullet on high-rise buildings 
with a storey above 18 m in height (in response to amends to Building 
Regulations, see Chapter 11 amends).

Following customer feedback, information on ventilation for cookers installed 
within internal kitchens has been relocated - removed from Chapter 16 
‘Cookers’ and relocated within sub-section 4.6.2. Figure numbering amended to 
reflect change.

5 Amended section 5.6 regarding the use of single-pole voltage indicators.

6 Minor amend to sub-section 6.4.2 to include the use of a temporary continuity 
bond when checking the ball/barrel of an ECV/AECV with LDF.

7 Minor amend to section 7.3 to include a prompt on setting up/confirming 
settings of primary regulators using the largest appliance on the installation; the 
prompt relates to combination boilers and the need to use DHW mode instead 
of CH mode.

9 Updated section 9.3 to include 4 x more digital displays and how to access the 
menu system (Itron RF1, EDMI G6000, EDMI GS-60A & EDMI GS-60B).
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11 New sub-section 11.2.1 ‘Amendment to the Building Regulations 2010  
(England & Wales)’ & sub sub-section 11.2.1.1 ‘Relevant buildings’. 

The amendment relates to high-rise buildings with storeys in excess of 18 m in 
height and the need to maintain the external walls fire integrity – in effect and 
at the time of writing, prohibiting the installation of boiler chimney/flue systems 
that are of combustible material (as in the case of many condensing boilers) 
from penetrating external walls.

Various updates to section 11.7 and it’s sub-sections (11.7.1 to 11.7.5, 
including table 11.5) to reflect changes to IGEM/UP/17 Edition 2. 

Subsequent sections/sub-sections and illustrations moved to accommodate 
additional pages for the amendments, moving page numbers forward.

14 Section 14.9 'Electrical isolation' has been rewritten to adequately cover the 
safe isolation of gas appliances.

15 Figure 15.6 (Procedure for carrying out checks due to a report of CO detector 
activation) has been updated to make it clear that external sources of CO 
migration must be considered before attributing activation of an alarm to a 
faulty detector.

16 As stated for Chapter 4, following customer feedback previous information on 
internal kitchens has been relocated to Chapter 4. Subsequent information and 
pages numbers have been re-ordered with the removal of this information.

Amendment to section 16.8 to include information on temperature limitations of 
flexible gas connections. 

New section 16.16 ‘Additional information on CO levels for cookers’. Provides 
supportive information to Part 1, Chapter 3 on temporary high-level readings of 
CO when cooker grills are first ignited.

17 Amendments to sub-section 17.6.6 covering buildings of multiple occupation, 
specifically high-rise buildings with storeys in excess of 18 m in height  
(see Chapter 11).

New sub-section 17.6.8 ‘Location of room thermostats or thermistorstats’

20 Clarification added to sub-section 20.7.3 for gas meter locations with regards to 
sole means of escape for buildings with two or more storeys.

Amendments to section 20.8 to address inconsistencies on the presentation of 
information with regards to MP meter installations. Updates includes revised 
standard references, presentation of information on vent pipe terminations 
and meter box clearances and two new sub-sections on risk assessments and 
inspection requirements.
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It is important to note that the Gas Safety On Site Guide series is not to be 
considered as a substitute for the source documentation (i.e. Regulations, 
Industry Standards produced by the British Standards Institution (BSI), the 
Institution of Gas Engineers and Managers (IGEM) and other industry Codes of 
Practice) and as such gas engineers are reminded that they should have access to 
the source documentation.

Neither should the On Site Guides be considered a substitute for the manufacturer’s 
instructions (MIs), which shall be complied with at all times unless otherwise 
permitted by that manufacturer; in such a case, ensure you obtain written 
confirmation of the deviation/concession, leaving a copy with the responsible 
person for the gas installation for future reference.

In terms of the source documentation, a cost effective solution for gas businesses 
is provided by Gas Safe Register and their Standard Subscription Service, which 
for a small annual fee provides subscribers access to BSI, IGEM & Liquid Gas UK* 
documentation; visit www.gassaferegister.co.uk

*Liquid Gas UK is the new name for UKLPG as of July 2019.

Alternatively each standard body provides commercial services to obtain standards 
in either their printed or electronic format, visit:

 ❍ BSI – https://shop.bsigroup.com

 ❍ IGEM – https://www.igem.org.uk

 ❍ Liquid Gas UK – https://www.liquidgasuk.org/shop

Other specialist service providers exist (for example IHS.com) whereby technical 
information can be obtained and which, depending on the subscription, provides 
access to allied industry material.

Chapter Amendment

23 Correction to labelling within Figure 23.30 and minor amends to section 23.5 to 
update references to IGEM/GM/PRS/28; IGEM/GM/PRS/29 & IGEM/GM/PRS/3 
as well as some clarification on certain points within the procedures.

General 
Editorial

Terminology and standards referenced throughout the Guide have been 
reviewed and as required, updated.




